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The world is facing an economic threat fueled by the
worldwide health crisis. Since the beginning of February
2020, the world has seen a series of stay at home orders
following China’s provincial quarantines in January. Entire
states and cities in the U.S. have been taking big steps to
minimize the spread of disease by asking people to stay at
home on varying quarantine orders. Live events, conferences,
sports, in-person university classes, and most social
gatherings have been canceled, pushed into the future, or
taken online. All but essential work must be done at home or
paused. As the whole world handles various levels of
economic uncertainty, the U.S. market has lost between 25%
and 33% of its value, depending on the day. In one week (the
week of March 16, 2020), 3.3 million people filed new
unemployment claims, by far the largest number of claims
made in one week. This New York Times (NYTimes) quote
from a furloughed worker sums it up: “It’s a wreck.”
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https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/26/business/economy/coronavirus-unemployment-claims.html


Business owners and marketers will invariably pause, take
stock of opportunities and threats, strengths and
weaknesses, and likely stop marketing spend. But historical
research shows that companies that increase their
marketing spend during economic downturns earn more
profits and succeed as the economy improves. When
companies need to create demand and product interest most
is exactly the wrong time to stop marketing, a businesses,
economic engine.
 
Studies from the Great Depression (1929 – 1933), the Dot-
com Bubble (2000 – 2001), and the Great Recession (2008 –
2009) reveal that companies that increased their marketing
spend increased their profits in a range from 4% to 340%
over competitors that maintained or decreased marketing
spend.
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Maintain bonds to the consumer
Outpace competitors who are cutting spend
Send messages about pivots, or new solutions, to
consumers
Communicate stability to potential and existing clients
Provide a real-time feedback loop from consumers to the
business

The benefits of increasing marketing spend include:

 
Marketers who stay the course in slowdowns get access to
lower-cost talent and better deals on advertising space.
 
As the economy and consumers react to this sudden change
in world consumer preferences, so do the messages that
marketers must send. In a good economy, consumers can be
viewed with the underlying assumption that they are not
scared, and, therefore, if there is a product / market fit, that a
subset of consumers will buy. Instead, in a down economy,
consumers should be segmented by their emotional
reactions to the economic environment. Some consumers
will stop all but essential spending. Some consumers will
spend on smaller treats. 
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Others will take it day to day without a big change in
spending habits.
 
The astute business can, if the means are available, deploy a
marketing plan that speaks to the consumer with their
current preference. The value proposition, pricing, means of
consumption, and tone of voice must acknowledge and
empathize with consumers and their emotional reaction to
world events and uncertainty.
 
Through the use of iterative testing of social media
messages and advertising messages, marketers have the
ability to quickly pivot and test messages that consumers
may like. Through the use of data analysis, businesses can
understand what the consumer wants right now.
 
Finally, know that with change comes opportunity. As the
U.S. came out of the Great Recession, new companies,
business models, and personalities rose out of that time to
build big businesses and change the world. These
businesses changed how we work, who we work with, and
how we communicate.
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React aggressively to changing consumer needs
Be proactive in light of historical research showing that
marketing during a downturn is a productive, profit-driving
activity
Act with empathy toward your customers
Use real-time data to understand what the marketplace is
telling you about your business

There will be winners in business coming out of this
economic situation. Just like past downturns, innovation will
be created out of necessity.
 
You can be a winner in this moment, even if you haven’t had
a big win during better economic times, if you:
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The current economic uncertainty is staggering, and
completely disruptive to our daily lives. Countries, cities, and
states around the world are on lockdown, quarantine, and
safety-at-home orders. In fact, as of March 25, 2020, one-
third of the world’s population is on quarantine order, or 2.6
billion people. For context here is a short timeline of the 
current health and economic threats:
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What you’ll learn in this document is the proof gathered from
secondary research that demonstrates why marketing during
economic collapse is essential. 

For business owners and marketers, this is a tough time to
be a leader, but how you act in this moment will define how
your business survives and how customers will perceive you
when the world returns back to a new normal. In this guide,
we discuss why marketing, now more than ever, is essential
to your business, and your customers.
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Case studies, from big brands and small ones that
overcame economic malaise to thrive

The resulting economic consolidation that you can benefit
from when economies pop back up from recession and
depression

Examples of brands putting this all into practice right now

We’ll show:
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Advertisers are still running messaging campaigns, and marketers
are still posting content to attract consumer attention.

B2B marketers continue their business outreach with the same
principles as business-to-consumer (B2C) marketing.

Messages are aligned with safety, risk aversion, cleanliness, relief,
comfort, and lower costs for products that are everyday (and even
nonessential) staples.

Brands that are luxury, premium, and exclusive are promoting core
brand values.

Even tourism is marketing for a day when travel returns.

Local businesses are pivoting to different messaging unique to their
connection to customers while still maintaining marketing efforts.

Content in many cases references the current world economic
climate with terms related to the health crisis.

These advertiser examples demonstrate a few key facts.
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The reality of the world economic situation in 2020 is that people can’t
do one super important day-to-day thing that we need to do: connect in
person. We crave social connection, but in-person social connectivity
is limited by nature of the health threat. People are staying in. Media
consumption is up, and ad spending is down. But in times of economic
crisis, businesses find opportunities to create, pivot, survive, and thrive.
In the process, new industries are launched, new business models are
created, new people win, and innovations are created.
 
In pas economic downturns we see evidence that companies that
increased their marketing spending thrived with 4.3% to 340% increase
in sales as the economy improved. Out of The Great Recession new
innovations were created, and businesses did well. The gig economy
surged, personalities leveraged social media to catapult their business
opportunities, communications changed dramatically, and even new
food concepts thrived.
 
In change, we have opportunity. The companies and individuals who
will lead the future will gain attention using the existing
communications framework. Attention will be called to solutions that
serve our current world even in the face of social distancing and health
challenges. Or out of this pressure new companies will form that will
create new ways to keep our world connected. In any case, it's critical
to inform, share, engage, communicate, and connect.
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The evidence shows that if your company has the cash and business
discipline to deploy marketing efforts, your company will benefit.
Businesses will benefit from a continued bond with the consumer,
lower labor costs from laid-off experts looking to work, and the ability
to stay top of mind as competitors stop their attention-gathering
activities. As the world returns to a new normal, the companies that
keep marketing will see increased sales and market share if they are
offering the right solutions at the right price powered by an iterative
marketing strategy. In order to stay ahead of the current economic
challenges, profitably speak to the consumers with empathy,
collaboration, and a spirit of togetherness.
 
In marketing you are powering the economic engine that will grow your
business, keep your employees paid, provide needed consumer
solutions, and help create a recovery that communities across the
world need right now.



$2,000 / month

Spot On Marketing Offer

Social Content Posting

9 posts per month on
social media

Landing Page
Development

Simple landing page to
drive leads and sales

Email Drip Campaign

3 emails a month to tell
your story

Ad Creation

Ads developed for
Facebook and Instagram

Ad Delivery

33,000 ad impressions will
be delivered monthly

Optimization

Our team will generate clicks,
capture lead information, and

drive sales

$1,500 / month
with 3 month commitment

Start with deep dive marketing strategy
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